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& Jerry's to pursue its mission on a much larger stage. Journalist Brad
Edmondson tells the story with an eye for details, dramatic moments,
and memorable characters. He interviewed dozens of key figures,
particularly Jeff Furman, who helped Ben and Jerry write their first
business plan in 1978 and became chairman of the board in 2010. It's a
funny, sad, surprising, and ultimately hopeful story.
Cookbook Politics - Kennan Ferguson 2020-05-29
An original and eclectic view of cookbooks as political acts Cookbooks
are not political in conventional ways. They neither proclaim, as do
manifestos, nor do they forbid, as do laws. They do not command
agreement, as do arguments, and their stipulations often lack specificity
— cook "until browned." Yet, as repositories of human taste, cookbooks
transmit specific blends of flavor, texture, and nutrition across space and
time. Cookbooks both form and reflect who we are. In Cookbook Politics,
Kennan Ferguson explores the sensual and political implications of these
repositories, demonstrating how they create nations, establish
ideologies, shape international relations, and structure communities.
Cookbook Politics argues that cookbooks highlight aspects of our lives
we rarely recognize as political—taste, production, domesticity,
collectivity, and imagination—and considers the ways in which
cookbooks have or do politics, from the most overt to the most subtle.
Cookbooks turn regional diversity into national unity, as Pellegrino
Artusi's Science in the Kitchen and the Art of Eating Well did for Italy in
1891. Politically affiliated organizations compile and sell cookbooks—for
example, the early United Nations published The World's Favorite
Recipes. From the First Baptist Church of Midland, Tennessee's
community cookbook, to Julia Child's Mastering the Art of French
Cooking, to the Italian Futurists' proto-fascist guide to food preparation,
Ferguson demonstrates how cookbooks mark desires and reveal social
commitments: your table becomes a representation of who you are.
Authoritative, yet flexible; collective, yet individualized; cooperative, yet
personal—cookbooks invite participation, editing, and transformation.
Created to convey flavor and taste across generations, communities, and
nations, they enact the continuities and changes of social lives. Their
functioning in the name of creativity and preparation—with readers
happily consuming them in similar ways—makes cookbooks an exemplary
model for democratic politics.
Manley’s Technology of Biscuits, Crackers and Cookies - Duncan
Manley 2011-09-28
Manley’s Technology of Biscuits, Crackers and Cookies is widely
regarded as the standard work in its field. Part one covers management
issues such as HACCP, quality control, process control and product
development. Part two deals with the selection of raw materials and
ingredients. The range and types of biscuits is covered in part three,
while part four covers the main production processes and equipment,
from bulk handling and metering of ingredients to packaging, storage
and waste management. Eight expert authors have joined Duncan
Manley in extensively updating and expanding the book, which is now
some 25% longer than the previous edition. Part one now includes a new
chapter on sustainability in the biscuit industry and the discussion of
process and efficiency control is more detailed. In part two the
information on wheat flour has been extensively revised to reflect recent
developments and there are entirely new chapters on fats and oils and
packaging materials. Photographs of the major types of biscuits now
illustrate chapters in part three, which also includes a newly-composed
chapter on the position of biscuits in nutrition. Finally, part four has been
comprehensively reviewed and revised with the assistance of an author
from a major machinery manufacturer. With its distinguished editor and
team of expert contributors this new edition consolidates the position of

Baker Bettie’s Better Baking Book - Kristin Hoffman 2021-11-16
Build Your Baking Confidence with Baker Bettie “I wish I had this book
when I started baking! It’s not only a collection of amazing recipes, but it
answers the ‘why’ to your baking questions.” ―Gemma Stafford, chef,
author, and host of Bigger Bolder Baking #1 Bestseller in Professional
Cooking, Pastry Baking, Cake Baking, Pies, Desserts, and Cookies Do you
find baking difficult, or just not sure how it works? This cookbook is your
new go-to baking book. Baking from scratch can be hard. The science of
baking is a particular science that requires precise measurements and
steps. With Kristin Hoffman, aka Baker Bettie, the science behind baking
becomes second nature! Baker Bettie’s Better Baking Book lays a
foundation of basic baking skills and master recipes that are sure to
boost your baking confidence. Learn top tips from a professional chef.
Consider Baker Bettie’s Better Baking Book your at-home culinary and
baking school guide. This baking cookbook goes beyond the recipe by
teaching the science behind baking. From measurements, techniques,
step-by-step processes, to how to use base recipes to create endless
baked goods that make you drool. This book ensures that you are able to
tackle any baking recipe with confidence! In this baking book, learn
more about: • The science of baking • Foundational baking techniques
and mixing methods • How master formulas are used to bake a ton of
delicious and easy recipes! If you enjoyed books like The Baking Bible;
Bake From Scratch; or Bigger, Bolder Baking, you’ll love Baker Bettie’s
Better Baking Book!
Understanding Food: Principles and Preparation - Amy Christine
Brown 2014-02-26
UNDERSTANDING FOOD: PRINCIPLES AND PREPARATION is a bestselling food fundamentals text ideal for an undergraduate course that
covers the basic elements of food preparation, food service, and food
science. Contemporary and comprehensive in coverage, it introduces
students to the variety of aspects associated with food preparation. The
Fifth Edition thoroughly explores the science of food through core
material on food selection and evaluation, food safety, and food
chemistry. Food preparation, classification, composition, selection,
purchasing, and storage for a range of traditional food items are
discussed, and the various aspects of food service are covered: meal
planning, basic food preparation, equipment, food preservation, and
government regulations. A rich illustration and photo program and
unique pedagogical features make the information easily understandable
and interesting to students. Important Notice: Media content referenced
within the product description or the product text may not be available in
the ebook version.
Cooking for Geeks - Jeff Potter 2010-07-20
Presents recipes ranging in difficulty with the science and technologyminded cook in mind, providing the science behind cooking, the
physiology of taste, and the techniques of molecular gastronomy.
Ice Cream Social - Brad Edmondson 2014-01-06
The Riveting True Story of One Of the World's Most Iconic MissionDriven Companies Ben & Jerry's has always been committed to an
insanely ambitious three-part mission: making the world's best ice
cream, supporting progressive causes, and sharing the company's
success with all stakeholders: employees, suppliers, distributors,
customers, cows, everybody. But it hasn't been easy. This is the first
book to tell the full, inside story of the inspiring rise, tragic mistakes,
devastating fall, determined recovery, and ongoing renewal of one of the
most iconic mission-driven companies in the world. No previous book has
focused so intently on the challenges presented by staying true to that
mission. No other book has explained how the company came to be sold
to corporate giant Unilever or how that relationship evolved to allow Ben
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Manley’s Technology of Biscuits, Crackers and Cookies as the standard
reference work in the industry. Widely regarded as the standard work in
its field Covers management issues such as HACCP, quality control,
process control and product development Deals with the selection of raw
materials and ingredients
The Sweet Book of Candy Making - Elizabeth LaBau 2012-09-01
Create your own delicious, gorgeous, and professional-quality candies
with The Sweet Book of Candy Making. Whether you're a beginner or a
seasoned candy maker, you will find mouthwatering recipes and expert
tips to inspire you—and satisfy your sweet tooth. Inside, you'll find:
—Candy-making essentials: all you need to know about equipment,
ingredients, and techniques, including step-by-step lessons on pulling
taffy, rolling truffles, filling peanut butter cups, and more —More than 50
recipes for sugar candies, fondant, caramels, toffee, fudge, truffles,
chocolates, marshmallows, and fruit and nut candies —Troubleshooting
tips for each type of candy —How to perfect the classics you love, from
English Toffee to Chocolate Fudge to Peanut Brittle —Try your hand at
something new: Pistachio Marzipan Squares, Passion Fruit
Marshmallows, Mango-Macadamia Nut Caramels, Lemon Meringue
Lollipops, and more —Decorating techniques to show off your tasty
results Get started in your kitchen with The Sweet Book of Candy
Making!
Cereal Grains - Sergio O. Serna-Saldivar 2016-04-19
While cereals remain the world's largest food yield - with more than 2.3
billion metric tons produced annually - consumer demands are on the
rise for healthier cereal products with greater nutrition. Cereal Grains:
Properties, Processing, and Nutritional Attributes provides a complete
exploration of the scientific principles related to domesticatio
Hidden Persuaders in Cocoa and Chocolate - Renata Januszewska
2018-02-03
Hidden Persuaders of Cocoa and Chocolate: A Flavor Lexicon for Cocoa
and Chocolate Sensory Professionals provides an overview of the tastes,
aromas and notes describing cocoa and chocolate. In addition to
exploring tastes, aromas and notes, the book broadens the language for
describing chocolate by relating tasting experiences to the process of
pairing flavors. This resource, designed for both academics and those
working in research and development, equips the reader to describe
these attributes in a sensory language for the purposes of new product
development or quality improvement. Provides an overview of the tastes,
aromas and notes describing cocoa and chocolate Features scientific
explanations of the volatile and non-volatile aspects of each flavor
Contains science-based categorization of taste, various aromas,
trigeminal sensations and atypical flavors
Source Book of Flavors - Henry B. Heath 1981-09-15
Abstract: Basic information is provided for food technologists, flavor
chemists, and other food-related professionals, covering major flavorallied topics; these include: the flavor industry; the flavor chemist; flavor
research; flavor chemistry; food colorants; flavor manufacturing
methods; application of flavor quality assurance; flavor legislation in the
US and abroad; worldwide labeling regulations; and toxicology and
consumer safety. Available data are provided on: natural flavoring
materials (e.g., alliaceous and fruit flavors, herbs, spices, essential oils);
325 plant materials, principal essential oils, and organic chemicals used
in flavorings; synthetic flavors; aromatics; GRAS flavorings; and 350
flavor formulations. A bibliography on flavoring materials which occur
naturally or as a result of processing is included. The legalized
exemption of certain food additives (including flavoring additives) from
US tolerance requirements is highlighted separately. Over 3000
literaturereferences are provided throughout the material. (wz).
The Chorleywood Bread Process - S P Cauvain 2006-03-24
The introduction of the Chorleywood Bread Process was a watershed in
baking. It sparked changes in improver and ingredient technology,
process and equipment design which have had a profound impact on
baking processes and the structure of the industry. Written by two of the
world’s leading experts on the process, this important book explains its
underlying principles and ways of maximising its potential in producing a
wide range of baked products. After a brief review of the basic principles
of bread making, the book outlines the development and fundamental
characteristics of the Chorleywood Bread Process. The following group of
chapters review the key steps in the process, beginning with ingredient
quality and quantities. Other chapters consider dough mixing and
processing. Building on this foundation, the authors then review common
quality defects and how they can be prevented or resolved. The book
then considers how knowledge-based software systems can help to
manage the process. The concluding chapters review the range of bakery
descriptive-flavor-and-texture-analysis-of-brownies

products that can be produced using the process, how it can best be
applied in different kinds of bakery and likely future developments. The
Chorleywood Bread Process is a standard work for all bakers around the
world wishing to maximise the potential of the process, and for
scientists, technologists and students wanting a better understanding of
the process and its place in commercial bread making. The first book to
describe the Chorleywood Bread Process Reviews ingredient quality and
quantities Considers how knowledge-based software systems can help
manage the process
King Arthur Flour Whole Grain Baking - 2006
A guide to whole grain baking explains how to use a variety of whole
grains to create flavorful, sweet, and savory breads, cakes, cookies,
pastries, and other baked goods, and features more than four hundred
foolproof recipes.
The Sweet Life in Paris - David Lebovitz 2009-05-05
From the New York Times bestselling author of My Paris Kitchen and
L'Appart, a deliciously funny, offbeat, and irreverent look at the city of
lights, cheese, chocolate, and other confections. Like so many others,
David Lebovitz dreamed about living in Paris ever since he first visited
the city and after a nearly two-decade career as a pastry chef and
cookbook author, he finally moved to Paris to start a new life. Having
crammed all his worldly belongings into three suitcases, he arrived,
hopes high, at his new apartment in the lively Bastille neighborhood. But
he soon discovered it's a different world en France. From learning the
ironclad rules of social conduct to the mysteries of men's footwear, from
shopkeepers who work so hard not to sell you anything to the etiquette of
working the right way around the cheese plate, here is David's story of
how he came to fall in love with—and even understand—this glorious, yet
sometimes maddening, city. When did he realize he had morphed into un
vrai parisien? It might have been when he found himself considering a
purchase of men's dress socks with cartoon characters on them. Or
perhaps the time he went to a bank with 135 euros in hand to make a
134-euro payment, was told the bank had no change that day, and
thought it was completely normal. Or when he found himself dressing up
to take out the garbage because he had come to accept that in Paris
appearances and image mean everything. Once you stop laughing, the
more than fifty original recipes, for dishes both savory and sweet, such
as Pork Loin with Brown Sugar–Bourbon Glaze, Braised Turkey in
Beaujolais Nouveau with Prunes, Bacon and Bleu Cheese Cake,
Chocolate-Coconut Marshmallows, Chocolate Spice Bread, Lemon-Glazed
Madeleines, and Mocha–Crème Fraîche Cake, will have you running to
the kitchen for your own taste of Parisian living.
Tender at the Bone - Ruth Reichl 2010-05-25
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • “An absolute delight to read . . . How
lucky we are that [Ruth Reichl] had the courage to follow her
appetite.”—Newsday At an early age, Ruth Reichl discovered that “food
could be a way of making sense of the world. If you watched people as
they ate, you could find out who they were.” Her deliciously crafted
memoir Tender at the Bone is the story of a life defined, determined, and
enhanced in equal measure by a passion for food, by unforgettable
people, and by the love of tales well told. Beginning with her mother, the
notorious food-poisoner known as the Queen of Mold, Reichl introduces
us to the fascinating characters who shaped her world and tastes, from
the gourmand Monsieur du Croix, who served Reichl her first foie gras,
to those at her politically correct table in Berkeley who championed the
organic food revolution in the 1970s. Spiced with Reichl’s infectious
humor and sprinkled with her favorite recipes, Tender at the Bone is a
witty and compelling chronicle of a culinary sensualist’s coming-of-age.
BONUS: This edition includes an excerpt from Ruth Reichl's Delicious!
Praise for Tender at the Bone “A poignant, yet hilarious, collection of
stories about people [Reichl] has known and loved, and who, knowingly
or unknowingly, steered her on the path to fulfill her destiny as one of
the world’s leading food writers.”—Chicago Sun-Times “While all good
food writers are humorous . . . few are so riotously, effortlessly
entertaining as Ruth Reichl.”—The New York Times Book Review
“Reading Ruth Reichl on food is almost as good as eating it. . . . Reichl
makes the reader feel present with her, sharing the
experience.”—Washington Post Book World “[In] this lovely memoir . . .
we find young Ruth desperately trying to steer her manic mother's
unwary guests toward something edible. It's a job she does now . . . in
her columns, and whose intimate imperatives she illuminates in this
graceful book.”—The New Yorker “A savory memoir of [Reichl’s]
apprentice years . . . Reichl describes [her] experiences with infectious
humor. . . . The descriptions of each sublime taste are mouthwateringly
precise. . . . A perfectly balanced stew of memories.”—Kirkus Reviews
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Ice Cream - H Douglas Goff 2013-01-17
Ice Cream, 7th Edition focuses on the science and technology of frozen
dessert production and quality. It explores the entire scope of the ice
cream and frozen dessert industry, from the chemical, physical,
engineering and biological principles of the production process to the
distribution of the finished product. It is intended for industry personnel
from large to small scale processors and suppliers to the industry and for
teachers and students in dairy or food science or related disciplines.
While it is technical in scope, it also covers much practical knowledge
useful to anyone with an interest in frozen dessert production. Worldwide production and consumption data, global regulations and, as
appropriate, both SI and US units are provided, so as to ensure its
relevance to the global frozen dessert industry. This edition has been
completely revised from the previous edition, updating technical
information on ingredients and equipment and providing the latest
research results. Two new chapters on ice cream structure and shelf-life
have been added, and much material has been rearranged to improve its
presentation. Outstanding in its breadth, depth and coherence, Ice
Cream, 7th Edition continues its long tradition as the definitive and
authoritative resource for ice cream and frozen dessert producers.
More Peas, Thank You - Sarah Matheny 2013-03-26
Pairs such vegetarian recipes as pumpkin cinnamon rolls, ginger soy
soup, maple dijon tofu chops, and tempeh stroganoff with stories from a
mainstream family eating a not-so-mainstream diet.
Hungry for Peace - Keith McHenry 2013-03-01
The de facto how-to manual of the international Food Not Bombs
movement, which provides free food to the homeless and hungry and has
branches in countries on every continent except Antarctica, this book
describes at length how to set up and operate a Food Not Bombs
chapter. The guide considers every aspect of the operation, from food
collection and distribution to fund-raising, consensus decision making,
and what to do when the police arrive. It contains detailed information
on setting up a kitchen and cooking for large groups as well as a variety
of delicious recipes. Accompanying numerous photographs is a lengthy
section on the history of Food Not Bombs, with stories of the jailing and
murder of activists, as well as premade handbills and flyers ready for
photocopying.
Good & Sweet - Brian Levy 2022-07-26
Groundbreaking recipes for real desserts—sweetened entirely by fruit
and other natural, unexpectedly sweet ingredients—from a pastry cook
who’s worked at acclaimed restaurants in New York and France. Brian
Levy spent years making pastries the traditional way, with loads of
refined sugar and white flour, at distinguished restaurants, inns, and
private homes in the United States and Europe. But he discovered
another world of desserts—one that few bakers have explored—where
there’s no need for cane sugar or coconut sugar, for maple syrup or
honey, or for anything like stevia. When Levy succeeded in making a
perfect mango custard, harnessing only the natural sweetness of fruit
with no added sugar, it was a breakthrough that inspired years of
experimentation converting other desserts into nutritious indulgences. In
Good & Sweet, Levy stretches this experiment across 100 recipes that
ingeniously deploy fruit (dried, juiced, and fresh), nuts, grains, dairy, and
fermented products to create sweet treats whose flavor is enriched by
whole-food, feel-good ingredients. Every recipe offers substitutions for
dietary restrictions and includes a flavorful sweetener that exceeds cane
sugar, from freeze-dried sweet corn to coconut cream and apple cider. A
Pistachio-Studded Peach Galette gets its wings from fresh fruit, dried
apricots, and orange juice; chestnuts, golden raisins, and dried apples
perform a pas de trois in Chestnut Ricotta Ice Cream; and dates, milk
powder, and a touch of miso paste make for a dense, caramely Sticky
Toffee Pudding Cake. With sweets like these—ones that nudge you
toward mindful eating but don’t compromise flavor—you’ll never have to
give up dessert.
Comfort Food Makeovers - Elaine Magee 2005-01-01
Mashed potatoes and gravy, macaroni and cheese, chocolate chip
cookies, ice cream, soup...these are the comfort foods we crave—but
many of us are afraid to eat them because of their high fat and calorie
content. Now, thanks to Elaine Magee, we can eat our favorite comfort
foods in a healthful way! Comfort Food Makeovers provides 116 easy,
mouthwatering recipes for your favorite comfort foods that are full of
flavor and texture yet healthy enough to eat anytime. Magee, the author
of Fry Light, Fry Right! truly knows how to cook the healthy way, and she
is on a mission to teach the world how to use ingredients and techniques
to lighten a recipe without losing the flavor: incorporate reduced-fat
ingredients, boost the fiber, and always cut down on serving sizes. She
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keeps us tempted with main dishes such as American Meatloaf and
Butter-Baked Chicken, savory side dishes such as Potatoes with Leeks
and Gruyere, and decadent desserts such as One-Bowl Brownies and
Triple Chocolate Decadence Cookies. The delicious recipes in Comfort
Food Makeovers will make you think twice before eating the full-fat, fullcalorie versions of your favorite comfort foods ever again!
The Oxford Companion to American Food and Drink - Andrew F.
Smith 2007-05
A panoramic history of the culinary traditions, culture, and evolution of
American food and drink features nearly one thousand entries, essays,
and articles on such topics as fast food, celebrity chefs, regional and
ethnic cuisine, social and cultural food history, food science, and more,
along with hundreds of photographs and lists of food museums, Web
sites, festivals, and organizations.
Novel Techniques in Sensory Characterization and Consumer
Profiling - Paula Varela 2014-04-23
Sensory characterization is one of the most powerful, sophisticated, and
extensively applied tools in sensory science. Descriptive analysis with
trained assessors has been traditionally used for sensory
characterization. Due to the cost of time and money required for its
application, several novel methodologies, which do not require training,
have been recently developed and are gaining popularity as quick and
reliable options for gathering sensory information. These methodologies
enable the study of consumers' perceptions of the sensory characteristics
of products. However, information on these techniques is scattered in
scientific journal articles, which hinders their application and creates a
need for a book to assemble the details of the latest advances. Novel
Techniques in Sensory Characterization and Consumer Profiling provides
a comprehensive overview of classical and novel methods for sensory
characterization of food and nonfood products. The book presents the
history behind descriptive analysis, describes the most common novel
methodologies and detailed information for their implementation, and
discusses examples of applications and case studies. It also includes an
introduction to exploratory multivariate analysis, addressing the theory
and application of some of the most useful multivariate statistical tools
applied in the analysis of consumer profiling data sets. Most of the data
analysis is implemented in the statistical free software R, making the
book accessible to readers unfamiliar with complex statistical software.
Chapters examine a range of techniques including the ideal profile
method, just-about-right scales in consumer research, free choice
profiling, flash profiling, and repertory grid methods. They cover
emerging profiling methods, such as sorting, and projective mapping or
Napping®. Other techniques less frequently used for sensory profiling
are also considered: the application of open-ended questions for sensory
characterization, polarized sensory positioning, and the consumerfriendly check-all-that-apply questions. In addition, dynamic sensory
characterization methods, useful for studying temporal aspects of inmouth sensory perception, are described. The final chapter provides a
critical comparison of the methodologies discussed, their advantages and
disadvantages, and general recommendations for their application.
Salt Sugar Fat - Michael Moss 2013-02-26
From a Pulitzer Prize-winning investigative reporter at The New York
Times comes the troubling story of the rise of the processed food
industry -- and how it used salt, sugar, and fat to addict us. Salt Sugar
Fat is a journey into the highly secretive world of the processed food
giants, and the story of how they have deployed these three essential
ingredients, over the past five decades, to dominate the North American
diet. This is an eye-opening book that demonstrates how the makers of
these foods have chosen, time and again, to double down on their efforts
to increase consumption and profits, gambling that consumers and
regulators would never figure them out. With meticulous original
reporting, access to confidential files and memos, and numerous sources
from deep inside the industry, it shows how these companies have
pushed ahead, despite their own misgivings (never aired publicly). Salt
Sugar Fat is the story of how we got here, and it will hold the food giants
accountable for the social costs that keep climbing even as some of the
industry's own say, "Enough already."
Food Texture Design and Optimization - Yadunandan Lal Dar 2014-04-07
Food texture has evolved to be at the forefront of food formulation and
development. Food Texture Design and Optimization presents the latest
insights in food texture derived from advances in formulation science as
well as sensory and instrumental measurement. This unique volume
provides practical insights for professionals who are starting in the field
as well as experts looking to enhance their knowledge or expand into
new areas. The first part of this book presents case studies on
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formulating products in a broad variety of application segments, such as
cheese, ice-cream, baked goods, gluten-free products, low-fat/non-fat
dairy products and more. Challenges related to maintaining texture while
optimizing nutritional content, cost, flavor and other attributes of the
food product are investigated. The book also highlights the importance of
texture design and optimization in several types of food products and
demonstrates how experts have applied this knowledge in the industry.
Part two provides an overview of the latest advances in tools and
techniques for food texture design and optimization, focusing on the use
of instrumental techniques, the application of sensory techniques, and
the use of marketing and consumer insight tools in the design and
optimization of food products. The ability to use advanced
characterization techniques in this field is critical for both new and
established practitioners in tackling the problems they face. Food
Texture Design and Optimization serves as an important reference for
technical practitioners on how to adopt advanced techniques in food
texture research. This information is invaluable in reviewing establish
the state of the art in this field and providing a minimum recommended
standard for food formulators.
Fresh-Cut Fruits and Vegetables - Olusola Lamikanra 2002-02-14
Fresh-cut Fruits and Vegetables: Science, Technology, and Market
provides a comprehensive reference source for the emerging fresh-cut
fruits and vegetables industry. It focuses on the unique biochemical,
physiological, microbiological, and quality changes in fresh-cut
processing and storage and on the distinct equipment design, packaging
requirements, production economics, and marketing considerations for
fresh-cut products. Based on the extensive research in this area during
the past 10 years, this reference is the first to cover the complete
spectrum of science, technology, and marketing issues related to this
field, including production, processing, physiology, biochemistry,
microbiology, safety, engineering, sensory, biotechnology, and
economics. ABOUT THE EDITOR: Olusola Lamikanra, Ph.D., is a
Research Chemist and Lead Scientist at the U.S. Department of
Agriculture, Agricultural Research Service, Southern Regional Research
Center, New Orleans, Louisiana. He received his B.S. degree from the
University of Lagos, Nigeria, and his Ph.D. from the University of Leeds,
England. He was Professor in the Division of Agricultural Sciences and
Director of the Center for Viticultural Science and Small Farm
Development at Florida A&M University, Tallahassee. Dr. Lamikanra is
the author of more than 100 publications.
The Technology of Cake Making - A.J. Bent 2013-03-09
The popularity of the 1973 fifth edition of The Technology of Cake
Making has continued in many of the English-speaking countries
throughout the world. This sixth edition has been comprehensively
revised and brought up to date with new chapters on Cream, butter and
milkfat products, Lactose, Yeast aeration, Emulsions and emulsifiers,
Water activity and Reduced sugar Eggs and egg products, Baking fats,
and lower fat goods. The chapters on Sugars, Chemical aeration, Nuts in
confectionery, Chocolate, Pastries, Nutritional value and Packaging have
been completely rewritten. The increased need for the continuous
development of new products does not of necessity mean that new
technology has to be constantly introduced. Many of the good old
favourites may continue to be produced for many years and they form
suitable 'bench marks' for new product development. The sixth edition
introduces the use of relative density to replace specific volume as a
measure of the amount of aeration in a cake batter (the use of relative
density is in line with international agreement). Specific volume is kept
as a measurement of baked product volume since the industry is
comfortable with the concept that, subject to an upper limit, an increase
in specific volume coincides with improvement in cake quality.
Sensory Evaluation - Sarah E. Kemp 2011-08-26
This book is a practical guide to sensory evaluation methods and
techniques in the food, cosmetic and household product industries. It
explains the suitability of different testing methods for different
situations and offers step-by-step instructions on how to perform the
various types of tests. Covering a broad range of food and non-food
product applications, the book is designed to be used as a practical
reference in the testing environment; a training manual for new recruits
into sensory science, and a course book for students undertaking
industrial training or academic study.
Restaurant Business - 2006

nutritional analyses
My Paris Kitchen - David Lebovitz 2014-04-08
A collection of stories and 100 sweet and savory French-inspired recipes
from popular food blogger David Lebovitz, reflecting the way Parisians
eat today and featuring lush photography taken around Paris and in
David's Parisian kitchen. In 2004, David Lebovitz packed up his most
treasured cookbooks, a well-worn cast-iron skillet, and his laptop and
moved to Paris. In that time, the culinary culture of France has shifted as
a new generation of chefs and home cooks—most notably in
Paris—incorporates ingredients and techniques from around the world
into traditional French dishes. In My Paris Kitchen, David remasters the
classics, introduces lesser-known fare, and presents 100 sweet and
savory recipes that reflect the way modern Parisians eat today. You’ll
find Soupe à l’oignon, Cassoulet, Coq au vin, and Croque-monsieur, as
well as Smoky barbecue-style pork, Lamb shank tagine, Dukkah-roasted
cauliflower, Salt cod fritters with tartar sauce, and Wheat berry salad
with radicchio, root vegetables, and pomegranate. And of course, there’s
dessert: Warm chocolate cake with salted butter caramel sauce, Duck fat
cookies, Bay leaf poundcake with orange glaze, French cheesecake...and
the list goes on. David also shares stories told with his trademark wit and
humor, and lush photography taken on location around Paris and in
David’s kitchen reveals the quirks, trials, beauty, and joys of life in the
culinary capital of the world.
Guidelines for Sensory Analysis in Food Product Development and
Quality Control - David H. Lyon 2012-12-06
Sensory analysis is not new to the food industry, but its application as a
basic tool in food product development and quality control has not been
given the recognition and acceptance it deserves. This, we believe, is
largely due to the lack of understanding about what sensory analysis can
offer in product research, development and marketing, and a fear that
the discipline is 'too scientific' to be practical. To some extent, sensory
scientists have perpetuated this fear with a failure to recognize the
constraints of industry in implementing sensory testing procedures.
These guidelines are an attempt to redress the balance. Of course,
product 'tasting' is carried out in every food company: it may be the
morning tasting session by the managing director, competitor
comparisons by the marketeers, tasting by a product 'expert' giving a
quality opinion, comparison of new recipes from the product
development kitchen, or on-line checking during pro duction. Most
relevant, though, is that the people respon sible for the tasting session
should know why the work is being done, and fully realize that if it is not
done well, then the results and conclusions drawn, and their
implications, are likely to be misleading. If, through the production of
these guidelines, we have influenced some people suffi ciently for them
to re-evaluate what they are doing, and why, we believe our efforts have
been worthwhile.
The Flavor Bible - Andrew Dornenburg 2008-09-16
The timeless guide to culinary creativity and flavor exploration, based on
the wisdom of the world's most innovative chefs Eight years in the
making, The Flavor Bible is a landmark book that will inspire the
greatest creations of innovative cooks and chefs by serving as an
indispensable guide to creativity and flavor affinities in today's kitchen.
Cuisine is undergoing a startling historic transformation: With the advent
of the global availability of ingredients, dishes are no longer based on
geography but on flavor. This radical shift calls for a new approach to
cooking -- as well as a new genre of "cookbook" that serves no to
document classic dishes via recipes, but to inspire the creation of new
ones based on imaginative and harmonious flavor combinations. The
Flavor Bible is your guide to hundreds of ingredients along with the
herbs, spices, and other seasonings that will allow you to coax the
greatest possible flavor and pleasure from them. This astonishing
reference distills the combined experience of dozens of America's most
innovative culinarians, representing such celebrated restaurants as A
Voce, Babbo, Blue Hill, Café Atlántico, Chanterelle, Citronelle, Gramercy
Tavern, the Herbfarm, Jardinière, Jean Georges, Le Bernardin, the
Modern, Moto, and the Trellis. You'll learn to: explore the individual roles
played by the four basic tastes -- salty, sour, bitter, and sweet -- and how
to bring them into harmony; work more intuitively and effectively with
ingredients by discovering which flavors have the strongest affinities for
one another; brighten flavors through the use of acids -- from vinegars to
citrus juices to herbs and spices such as Makrut lime and sumac; deepen
or intensify flavors through the layering of specific ingredients and
techniques; and balance the physical, emotional, mental, and spiritual
aspects of cooking and serving an extraordinary meal. Seasoned with
tips, anecdotes, and signature dishes from the country's most respected

A Guy's Guide to Great Eating - Don Mauer 1999
A collection of fat-reduced recipes for whipped potatoes, blueberry
cobbler, North Carlina pulled turkey barbecue, and offers a complete
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into a half dozen dishes, how to make the crispiest, creamiest potato
casserole ever conceived, and much more.
Smart Packaging Technologies for Fast Moving Consumer Goods - Joseph
Kerry 2008-05-23
Smart Packaging Technologies for Fast Moving Consumer Goods
approaches the subject of smart packaging from an innovative, thematic
perspective: Part 1 looks at smart packaging technologies for food
quality and safety Part 2 addresses smart packaging issues for the supply
chain Part 3 focuses on smart packaging for brand protection and
enhancement Part 4 centres on smart packaging for user convenience.
Each chapter starts with a definition of the technology, and proceeds
with an analysis of its workings and components before concluding with
snapshots of potential applications of the technology. The Editors,
brought together from academia and industry, provide readers with a
cohesive account of the smart packaging phenomenon. Chapter authors
are a mixture of industry professionals and academic researchers from
the UK, USA, EU and Australasia.
Edible Insects in Sustainable Food Systems - Afton Halloran
2018-05-14
This text provides an important overview of the contributions of edible
insects to ecological sustainability, livelihoods, nutrition and health, food
culture and food systems around the world. While insect farming for both
food and feed is rapidly increasing in popularity around the world, the
role that wild insect species have played in the lives and societies of
millions of people worldwide cannot be ignored. In order to represent
this diversity, this work draws upon research conducted in a wide range
of geographical locations and features a variety of different insect
species. Edible insects in Sustainable Food Systems comprehensively
covers the basic principles of entomology and population dynamics;
edible insects and culture; nutrition and health; gastronomy; insects as
animal feed; factors influencing preferences and acceptability of insects;
environmental impacts and conservation; considerations for insect
farming and policy and legislation. The book contains practical
information for researchers, NGOs and international organizations,
decision-makers, entrepreneurs and students.
Food Texture and Viscosity: Concept and Measurement - Malcolm C.
Bourne 2014-06-28
Food Science and Technology: A Series of Monographs: Food Texture
and Viscosity: Concept and Measurement focuses on the texture and
viscosity of food and how these properties are measured. The publication
first elaborates on texture, viscosity, and food, body-texture interactions,
and principles of objective texture measurement. Topics include area and
volume measuring instruments, chemical analysis, multiple variable
instruments, soothing effect of mastication, reasons for masticating food,
rheology and texture, and the rate of compression between the teeth.
The book then examines the practice of objective texture measurement
and viscosity and consistency, including the general equation for
viscosity, methods for measuring viscosity, factors affecting viscosity,
tensile testers, distance measuring measurements, and shear testing.
The manuscript takes a look at the selection of a suitable test procedure
and sensory methods of texture and viscosity measurement. Discussions
focus on nonoral methods of sensory measurement; correlations between
subjective and objective measurements; variations on the texture profile
technique; and importance of sensory evaluation. The publication is a
vital source of information for food experts and researchers interested in
food texture and viscosity.
The Kitchen Diaries - Nigel Slater 2006
Chronicles a year's worth of grocery shopping, food preparation, and
entertaining as experienced by the award-winning author of Toast, in an
account in which he likens food selection to an adventure and cooks a
wide range of seasonal dishes.
The 150 Healthiest Foods on Earth, Revised Edition - Jonny Bowden
2017-08-29
A complete guide to the healthiest foods you can eat and how to cook
them!

chefs and pastry chefs, The Flavor Bible is an essential book for every
kitchen library. For more flavor inspiration, look for The Vegetarian
Flavor Bible
The Book on Pie - Erin Jeanne McDowell 2020
Erin Jeanne McDowell, New York Times contributing baker
extraordinaire and top food stylist, wrote the book on pie, a
comprehensive handbook that distills all you'll ever need to know for
making perfect pies. The Book on Pie starts with the basics, including
techniques, conversions, make-aheads, and styling tricks, before diving
into 100 of her unique and intriguing recipes. Find everything from
classics like apple and pumpkin, to more inspired recipes like Hand-Pie
Ice Cream Sandwiches and Chinese BBQ Pork and Scallion Pie. Erin
takes every recipe a step further with Pie-deas: ideas for swapping
doughs, crusts, and toppings for infinitely customizable pies. Mix and
match Pumpkin Spice Pie Dough and Dark Chocolate Drippy Glaze, or
the Chive Compound-Butter Crust with the Croque Madame Pielets . . .
the possibilities are endless. Look no further than The Book on Pie for
the only book on pie you'll ever want or need.
The Official High Times Cannabis Cookbook - Elise McDonough
2012-03-21
Presents recipes that feature cannabis as an ingredient, along with an
introduction that covers topics such as the difference between hemp and
cannabis, the plant's potency when eaten, different strains, and its fat
content.
Perfect Light Desserts - Nick Malgieri 2006-10-17
Everybody loves dessert, but nobody loves the calories. Perfect Light
Desserts offers recipes for desserts rich enough to satisfy any sweet
tooth -- but with sensible calorie counts. Master baker Nick Malgieri and
healthful food expert David Joachim have joined forces to create 125
exceptional desserts without the usual quantities of fats and sugars. The
focus is on flavor and texture achieved through balanced ingredient
combinations and superior baking techniques. Not a single recipe has
more than 300 calories per serving. The results are nothing short of
spectacular, with desserts that range from devil's food cake (complete
with fluffy icing) to a lemon custard highlighted with a colorful raspberry
sauce. Old-fashioned American favorites such as hermits mingle with
sophisticated treats like rum raisin semifreddo and white chocolate
raspberry tartlets. Best of all, while these desserts are low-calorie, they
are high in flavor. Moist coconut poppy seed coffee cake, juicy blueberry
pie, and fudgy brownies don't taste like “diet desserts”; they simply taste
great. All of the recipes here achieve great flavor without resorting to
artificial sweeteners or synthetic substitutes. The recipes use moderate
amounts of real butter, sugar, flour, and eggs in perfect proportions.
Every recipe includes a complete nutritional analysis as well as serving
and storage notes. Everybody loves dessert, and now no one has to go
without it.
The Food Lab: Better Home Cooking Through Science - J. Kenji López-Alt
2015-09-21
A New York Times Bestseller Winner of the James Beard Award for
General Cooking and the IACP Cookbook of the Year Award "The one
book you must have, no matter what you’re planning to cook or where
your skill level falls."—New York Times Book Review Ever wondered how
to pan-fry a steak with a charred crust and an interior that's perfectly
medium-rare from edge to edge when you cut into it? How to make
homemade mac 'n' cheese that is as satisfyingly gooey and velvetysmooth as the blue box stuff, but far tastier? How to roast a succulent,
moist turkey (forget about brining!)—and use a foolproof method that
works every time? As Serious Eats's culinary nerd-in-residence, J. Kenji
López-Alt has pondered all these questions and more. In The Food Lab,
Kenji focuses on the science behind beloved American dishes, delving
into the interactions between heat, energy, and molecules that create
great food. Kenji shows that often, conventional methods don’t work that
well, and home cooks can achieve far better results using new—but
simple—techniques. In hundreds of easy-to-make recipes with over 1,000
full-color images, you will find out how to make foolproof Hollandaise
sauce in just two minutes, how to transform one simple tomato sauce
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